Ten whale groups slam Atlantic OSW

Money-Laundering Chi-Com Puppet and TRAITOR Quid Pro P E D 0 Joe Bidet

Joe Biden brags about having “the most extensive and inclusive VOTER FRAUD organization” in the

Perhaps the Right Whales will be saved by project economics.
God commands you to seek wisdom!

It's sad too, as a Christian to see my fellow Believers so sucked into these lies. Once conservatives buy this crap - it IS a religion.

"and impose the "Great Reset" to world domination "

HopeForpeaceNow

And after lied about incessantly taken completely out of context One line from an OP-ed

But the US right wing has been creating a populace dumb enough to buy this crap for 3 generations.

but so much dumber.

THIS crap you fall for now is exactly like that ...

YES - you do ... you are that old.

Instead of using the $$ to defeat Putin?

do you have to be to believe

HOW DUMB

Hmmmm....maybe it's me, but did David not link to the comments on this proposal so we can verify he is Orange_of_Specious

the cuts ONLY helping the Rich when they helped everybody.

The Donald Trump tax cuts reduced taxes across the board below the top brackets and raised taxes on

Mitch McTraitor "Giving all of the money the middle class can fork over to Zelensky so he can defeat the

⏲

HopeForpeaceNow

Why is that, I wonder (no I don't. No one wonders).

Still no word on the thousands of other species affected by the fossil fool industry dumping its pollution

since the oncial position here is that it is all a gigantic hoax like the world has never seen before.

Since whales are not hard to spot and are normally on the move it would seem possible to take that into

possibly pile driving during construction, if that is the method used which it isn't always.

So this is largely about the preconstruction noise involved in surveying the bottom with sonar/sound, and

TEWS_Pilot

Disgusting.

They pay liars to teach Christians that science is a scam They don't care.

and if we continue to use their product we will implode the human race.

THEY KNOW climate science is valid

TRUMPMERICA!

Conservatives PROUDL Y POSTING RUSSIAN PROPAGANDA ...

THESE TRUMP

"the Demmunists and RINOs are working on their top priority according to Chi-Com Puppet Mitch

⏲

HopeForpeaceNow

....just following "Dear Leader's" example....